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Hello!
Kiki Maree (she/her) is an inclusive Sex Educator specialising in 
Women’s Sexuality. She has a PgD in Sexology and is the CEO of 
the Yonilicious Academy for Women’s Sexuality, where she offers high 
quality, certifiable trainings. Kiki is a trauma-informed therapist and 
educator, and is known for her holistic and vastly knowledgeable 
approach to sex education.
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At the Yonilicious Academy, Kiki offers certifiable 
courses for other women to become Yoni Massage 
Therapists and Sex Coaches. She also works with 
people in 1:1 coaching sessions and 1:1 bodywork 
sessions, as well as couples sessions, group sessions, 
online courses and in-person retreats.

Kiki also co-hosts a fun and educative podcast with 
Tanishka Tantrika and has a Magazine called “Nude 
News Magazine” where she shares cutting edge 
research on human sexuality. 

Kiki has been passionate about women’s wisdom 
teachings and female sexuality from a very young 
age. She held yoni viewings with her classmates at 
7 years old, and girls circles at 12 years old. She 
also made self-help booklets for her teen friends 
struggling with the hormonal roller coaster ride of 
puberty when she was 14 years old. 

Kiki’s main passions now are teaching her students, 
empowering women, and helping couples.

Mission
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Featured in
Kiki has worked with some 
fun and innovative brands. She 
has been published in a book 
about vulva positivity and has 
taught at Australia’s first ever 
sexuality retreat.

Kiki 
Maree
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Kiki has been featured as a guest 
speaker at a variety of events both 
across Australia and internationally.

Reverence Retreat
Perth, Australia

Modern Women’s Festival Enlightenment in the Bedroom
Ubud, Bali

Brisbane, Australia
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Certified
Trainings In her courses, Kiki has included the pearls 

of wisdom that she has acquired in her 
7 years of research into sexuality, both 
in university and with private mentors, 
along with her lived experience as a sexual 
woman of over 2 decades.

The courses offered at the Yonilicious 
Academy have been revised by the 
International Institute of Complimentary 
Therapies (IICT), and approved as sound 
modalities. This process ensures that 
Yonilicious Academy students of receive 
the highest quality in their education. Due 
to this thorough process the students at  
the Yonilicious Academy are also able to 
gain insurance for their work in the field of 
Sexuality.

Kiki 
Maree
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This training is so highly demanded 
and needed. It is Australian Certified, 
and goes for 6 months. Most of the 
teaching is held online apart from one 
4-day in person trainings held twice a 
year. (We can teach this course entirely 
online in certain circumstances).

This training is for those who are 
interested in helping others in their 
sexuality either online or in person. It is 
Australian Certified and is taught over 
a period of 6 months.

Yoni Massage Practitioner Training Somatic Sex Coach Training

01 02

Kiki 
Maree

Certified Trainings
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1. Creating a safe space

2. Interactive guidance

3. Body Massage Techniques

4. Rites of Passage 

5. Ceremony

6. Yoni Massage Practical

7. Certification

Highlights
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These workshops include video recordings, diagrams, 
exercise worksheets, physical exercises, and more. They are 
designed to be self-taught by students who are interested 
in exploring further in their sexuality without direct support 
from Kiki.

Online 
Courses
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for Couples
Sex & Intimacy

These fun, self-paced workshops are great for couples to explore 
in the privacy of their own homes. They have also been created 
with singles in mind, who would like to bring new skill sets into 
their future relationships. 

Conscious Kink 
Program

Art of Love 
Making

Yoni 
Worship

Lingam
Worship

A four-week program 
sharing on role-play, 
bondage, spanking and 
much more.

An expansive 4-week 
journey into how 
profound love-making 
can be.

A program to inspire 
appreciation, respect, 
and adoration, including 
massage and more.

A program to inspire 
appreciation, respect, 
and adoration, including 
massage and more.
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Peach Play

Yoni & Breast Love Course

Big KUNTA Energy

Sensual Woman Temple

Conscious Kink Workshop

Awaken Your Feminine

Exploring the realm of anal 
pleasure by dissolving stigma 
and understand the pleasure 
neurology of the anus.

A short immersive course covering 
all aspects of yoni love and breast 
care, in order to develop a loving 
relationship with the feminine and 
the yoni and breasts for self care.

A combination of ALL Kiki’s 
powerful femme teachings shared 
in a safe and professional space 
with Female Sexuality Specialist 
Sara Silverstein.

A four-week journey to explore 
the sensuality within us all, using 
dance, sound, and breath along 
with sensual exercises each week 
to integrate the lessons.

This foundational workshop opens 
the mind to a greater possibility 
of pleasure and excitement 
through a brief yet comprehensive 
kink breakdown!

A 7 part journey to 7 different 
archetypal expressions of woman 
with breathwork sessions to 
integrate the women’s wisdom 
teachings.
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Pelvic Blossoming

Know Your Pleasure Self-Guided

Breathgasm Workshop

A four week journey into 
the pelvis to cultivate space, 
relaxation, connection and 
pleasure.

This program shares an in-depth 
understanding of the complexities 
of female sexuality in relation 
to female sexual arousal, the 
menstrual cycle and the life cycle.

 This workshop is a deep dive into 
the power of using the breath 
alone to access and expand upon 
pleasure.
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Events
Sapphic Speed Dating
Yoni Viewing Circles
Sensual Dance Class
Women’s Circles
Rites of Passage
Hen’s Parties 
Ceremonies
Workshops
Red Tent
Festivals
Retreats



Retreats Sapphic Speed Dating Hen’s Parties

Kiki has taught her work internationally 
in both the corporate environment and the 
spiritual community. 

Women’s Circles Sensual Dance Class Festivals

Yonilicious Pg. 14Kiki 
Maree
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Founder
In 2017 Kiki opened a Women’s Space in Byron Bay, 
Australia called the “Women’s Shack”.  Along with other 
members of the space, Kiki offered a wide range of 
services specifically for women. She also ran her
non-profit from this space, “One Woman to Another” 
where she collected blankets and sanitary items for 
sisters living on the streets of Byron Bay.
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Pricing
Inviting Kiki as a guest 

speaker to share on the vast 

topics of sexuality that she 

specialises in adds great 

value for event hosts.

Kiki loves speaking at:
Festivals
Retreats
Workshops
Fundraisers
School classes
Celebrations like IWD

Kiki loves interviews for:
Panels
Magazines
Newspapers
Documentaries

Kiki loves being filmed on: 
The news
Online forums
Online courses
Televised programs

Guest Speaking

Start From $200

Interview Video Feature

Start From $200 Start From $200
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2 hour coaching

Discovery call

$333

Free

$111

$111

From $222

$222

Feature in your Podcast

30 min coaching

Public / Guest Speaking

1 hr coaching

Me
Call
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Chloe Kamateros

Rachael White

Sex Coach
Love, Sex, and
Relationsips Coach
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Doing my yoni massage 
practitioner training with 
Kiki was one of the best 
decisions I could have made. 

I felt held and support 
along the whole journey, the 
support didn’t finish when 
the course did either. She’s 
helped and gently guided me 
as I started to put my work 
out into the world. 

Kiki has been amazing to 
work with. She’s guided me 
through the program with 
ease and support.

She was always available to 
answer any of my questions 
no matter how small they 
were and she would also 
recommend great resources 
to help me. The course itself 
was deeply informative 

and inclusive, I enjoyed the 
structure of the course and the 
‘go at your own pace’ style.

Kiki is so knowledgeable in all 
things sex and sexuality and 
she really inspired me on my 
own journey of self discovery as 
I worked through the program. 

Towards the end Kiki made 
sure to help me work towards 
setting up my business and 
encouraged me to step into 
my passions and strengths 
when it came to deciding what 
direction to go in.

Overall I’m so grateful for 
having done this course and 
also for Kiki and her nurturing 
energy through the whole 
process. I feel super ready to 
get out into the world, spread 
my life and support people on 
their sexual journeys.

The way she’s put this body of 
work together made it super 
easy to digest, I loved every 
part of it. Not only did it help 
me to become a yoni massage 
practitioner, it helped me have 
a deeper understanding of my 
own sexuality. 

Her wisdom and transmission is 
like no other, it’s very obvious 
she was born to do this work. 

Doing this training with Kiki 
has given me the skills and 
confidence to move forward 
in a direction that I feel so 
passionate about. 

With the knowledge I took 
away from this I now not only 
offer yoni massage but also 
workshops for women in the 
realm of sexuality. 

Kiki, my teacher, my sister, 
thank you and I love you xx
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Statistics
1,200,00031,000

2,007,0004,600

376,5003,400

Top Instagram Reel ViewsInstagram Followers

Instagram Impressions / YearWebsite Views / Month

Top TikTok Post ViewsEmail Subscribers
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Demography
18-24 years = 15.6%
25-34 years = 53.8%
35-44 years = 22.5%
45-54 years = 5.7%

18-24 years = 8.4%
25-34 years = 36.6%
35-44 years = 29.8%
45-54 years = 15.5%

Female Male

Kiki feels the most alive when she is sharing on sexuality as it 
pertains to cisgendered women, as this is her lived experience 
and where she can share the most authentically from.

However, Kiki also loves to share on women’s sexuality with all 
genders as it is such an under-represented and misunderstood 
aspect of sexuality. She also loves to work with gender fluid 
and transgender people who want to explore the feminine 
archetypes deeper.

83% 17%
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Free
Resources
Kiki is passionate about all people 
having access to her education, which 
is why she has created various free 
offerings, along with her Magazine, 
podcast and Instagram  for those who 
a little extra need support.

Kiki Maree



A practical tool to use 
to track cervical fluid, 
emotions, libido and 
much more.
Free

A 28 day journey 
through the 4 different 
phases of the menstrual 
cycle using practical and 
fun exercises. 

A cycle tracker designed 
for sisters without a womb 
or bleed + meditation.
Free

A booklet designed to 
eliminate the shame women 
feel around their blood. 

A demonstration of how 
to live in sync with the 
cycles of the sun, moon, 
and menstrual cycle.
Free

A video describing how 
to best track fertility 
by using the fertility 
awareness method. 

Cycle 
Tracker

Know Your 
Cycles

Womb
Connection 
Bundle

Menstrual 
Magick
Booklet

Cyclic Living 
Exercise

Fertility 
Awareness 
Video

& Blood
Magick

Womb

Kiki is passionate about eliminating the shame and taboo 
surrounding the menstrual cycle, as well as educating women 
on the science of the menstrual cycle. She loves to empower 
women with practical tools to plan their life in alignment with 
their cycles for optimum performance.

Kiki 
Maree
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Nude News 
Magazine
A magazine dedicated 
to sharing cutting edge 
information on sexuality. 

A great resource for those wanting to expand 
their knowledge on sexuality, with the most 
recent findings on a variety of topics.

Browse through this online magazine to find 
its “Encyclopedia Erotica”, which is dedicated 
to factual information on sexuality, as well as 
a personal column where Kiki shares her own 
journey with different aspects of sexuality. 

Kiki 
Maree
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Books
These children’s books have been 
created to help our children and tween 
girls become educated on their bodies, 
their boundaries, their sexuality and 
their blood. 

In this book Susmita learns 
the importance of saying 
“no” and how to accurately 
name her body parts. 

In this book Susmita enters 
menarche and celebrates 
this in a Red Tent with the 
women of her community.

In this book Susmita shares 
her virginity by sharing 
her pleasure with another 
person. 

They are an offshoot of a series of adventure books 
written about a girl called Susmita who traveled 
the world. Susmita as a child wears gender neutral 
clothes and has dark brown skin and red hair so as 
to not exclude any one culture in particular.

Kiki Maree Kiki Maree Kiki Maree
Jesse Sohn Jesse Sohn Jesse Sohn



I’ve shared this podcast with all my soul 
sisters. What an amazing gift for us all 
during this time, thank you Tanishka and 
team!

Candy Shop

Featuring:
Tanishka The Moon Woman

Featuring: Mac Letelier
A podcast serving up sweet treats 
when it comes to sex education.

Kiki 
Maree
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Both hosts (and all guests) are fantastic, 
each bringing such profound and humble 
insight to topics that are so difficult to 
have a dialogue about.

There are no holds barred and I find 
myself gasping, laughing, crying and 
raging at the gut punch teaching 
moments and heartfelt delivery.

I’ve shared this podcast with all my soul 
sisters. What an amazing gift for us all 
during this time, thank you!

It is like listening in on a conversation 
containing all the BIG things you wish 
you had overheard from your sisters. It’s 
candid, funny, light-hearated AND dark-
honouring.

“

“

“

“

Intimate conversations about our taboos 
with heart, humour and wisdom.
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Podcast Guest Appearances

Awaken My Soul
Melissa Peters

Stripper Stories
Brit Chloe

Men, Sex Pleasure
Cam Fraser

The New Paradigm 
Of Intimacy
Victoria Redbard

The T-Pod
Teddi Emerald

The Roger Snipes 
Show
Roger Snipes

Weighing In On 
Happy
Victoria Evans
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This paper will discuss 
various aspects of 
bondage-discipline, 
dominance-submission, 
sadism-masochism 
(BDSM).

This paper addresses 
the issue that attitudes 
towards female sexuality 
have differed to male 
sexuality throughout 
history and continues to 
do so in contemporary 
times.

This paper addresses 
the issue that in our 
historical and current 
climate, attitudes towards 
contraception are often 
steered towards women 
taking sole responsibility.

On BDSM Contraception

3
Oppression of Female
Sexuality

Kiki 
Maree
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This free resource is created to help support those 
people who feel that may have an unhealthy 
relationship with the use of pornography.

This free resource is created to help support those 
people who feel that may have an unhealthy 
relationship with the use of vibrators.

A practical tool to help both singles and couples 
understand their pleasure and their partner’s pleasure;

Porn Usage Manual

Vibrating Sex Toys Manual

Pleasure Profile Paper

This free resource is created to help support those 
people who experience shame over the smell, taste or 
appearance of their vulva.

This free resource is created to help support 
those people who have had either an elective or 
spontaneous abortion.

7 Day Yoni Love challenge

Spirit Baby Course

Kiki 
Maree

Free
More

Resources
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Design 
Team
Kiki chose Sohn.design for their design team as 
they are exceptional at the work that they do. 
They have brought all of Kiki’s dreams to life, 
including things that she never felt possible, and 
continue to do so with each new idea Kiki has. 

Instagram @sohn.design

Email jesse.sohn@gmail.com

Pg. 29Yonilicious
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Brand Identity

R=223
G=169
B=64

R=255
G=131
B=172

#DFA940

#FF83AC
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Kiki loves to travel, however the places 
that she calls home are Pererenan (Bali) 
Castellamare Di Stabia (Italia) and 
MacLeay Island (Australia). 

yonilicious.com.au
instagram @yonilicious
email: blossoming@yonilicious.com.au

WA +61492305400

Online Phone

Reach 
Me


